
Reduce Risk &
Increase Collaboration
Across Your Business
Ecosystem with BitSight

If you are a business using third-party vendors, you need to know that you can trust them. Do their security practices 
(or lack thereof) pose a risk to your business? Since 2011, BitSight has been pioneering the security ratings market 
and providing the highest quality security and risk coverage for organizations operating around the globe. BitSight 
Security Ratings help companies effectively manage third- and fourth-party risk, benchmark security performance, 
underwrite cyber insurance policies, and assess aggregate risk.

BitSight now has high-quality data on 140,000 global organizations at users' fingertips, including an ecosystem that 
encompasses over 105,000 pieces of user-generated content. 

BitSight invests in research and development to empower customers with objective, verifiable, and actionable security 
data. Additionally, BitSight uses a combination of automation and hand-validation to match IP addresses, domains 
and other digital assets to organizations - this unique approach provides the most comprehensive and accurate 
network infrastructure maps in the industry.

Reaching A Landmark
Data breaches — especially those originating from compromised third parties and vendors — are on the rise. 

Today, organizations need security data that clearly puts risk into business context.

Today, BitSight has the largest data-
base of high-quality, hand-validated 
data on 140,000 global organizations 
at users’ fingertips. 

140,000

Adopted Worldwide
BitSight is the most widely used Security Rating Service, with more than 800 customers 

putting our data into action to make integral business and security decisions.

100%

100%
BitSight has 
rated 100% of the 
Fortune 1000. 

BitSight has 
rated 100% of the 
Fortune 500.

BitSight has 
rated 100% of the 
S&P 500.

12 Million
BitSight gathers data on more 
than 12 million domains.
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Tried and True
BitSight’s network infrastructure maps are tested and verified every day.

BitSight's ecosystem boasts over 23,500 
user comments on specific risks and 
controls and over 84,000 user tags to 
provide clarity on network infrastructure 

108,000

The number of customers 
worldwide that leverage BitSight’s 
infrastructure maps every day.

1,300

Validation is Key

BitSight uses automation as well as 
hand-checked validation and research 
to match IP addresses to organizations. 
Its unique process of automation and 
hand-validation provides an accurate 
and comprehensive view into an 
organization's security posture.

BitSight’s IP Coverage Spans the Globe

BitSight Maps Organizations of Various Sizes

BITSIGHT GLOBAL IP COVERAGE
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Today, BitSight has 
high quality data on 
140,000 global 
organizations at 
users’ fingertips. 

Visit BitSight’s website to learn more about their
objective, verifiable, and actionable security data.
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*BitSight has more companies mapped than any other security ratings provider, with our inventory exceeding 210,000 
organizations. However, BitSight only makes hand-validated data available to drive important business decisions. 


